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Abstract— A 346μm2 reference-free, asynchronous VCO-based
sensor interface circuit is demonstrated in 28nm LP CMOS. This
design does not require high accuracy current sources, voltage
sources, or low jitter timing references. It achieves wide
resolution and voltage scalability, and consumes only ~1/100th the
area of prior approaches. Resolution can be scaled from 2.8 to
11.7 bits and VDD from 500mV to 1.0V.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Energy and area constrained wireless sensor nodes demand
small flexible designs for interfacing with multiple sensors,
and IP blocks that are reusable across SoC platforms.
Traditional ADCs achieve high resolution and energy
efficiency through charge transfer topologies, which require
high performance off-chip references (or high accuracy
supplies which function as references). Systems with only
slowly-varying sensors (e.g., temperature, pressure, strain) can
avoid the complexity of traditional ADC topologies for
digitizing output values. We propose a simple design that
eliminates the need for high accuracy current sources, voltage
sources, and low jitter timing references, and allows for
significant size reduction (~10-100×).
High accuracy references are not available and not feasible
in wireless sensor nodes. Systems such as those presented in
[1] (Fig. 1) do not use crystal oscillators for precise timing
references, and do not have the space or power budget to
include highly accurate voltage or current sources. Off-chip
references are also unreasonable as the die stack is too small
for interfacing, and the references would need to be power
gated, adding latency and energy consumption.
An additional benefit of the proposed approach is dynamic
resolution scalability, which can yield significant energy and
area savings. For example, in a microsystem containing a 5b

Fig. 1: Target application. Millimeter-sized wireless sensor nodes
cannot support high accuracy references. [1]
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Fig. 2: Multiple sensor application. Energy scalability can be applied to
multi-sensor applications, adjusting resolution (and energy) based on
application specific requirements.

battery sensor, 7b temperature sensor, and 9b strain sensor, a
scalable resolution interface can reduce energy by 61% over
using a fixed 9-bit interface for all sensors (Fig. 2). It also
removes the need for multiple, specialized ADCs [2], reducing
system energy and design cost. Resolution scalability can also
be used in wakeup schemes, common in wireless sensing
applications, where the system runs at low resolution for long
periods of time and increases to higher accuracy settings when
key events are identified in the coarse output data.
VCO-based ADC designs are common, but do not address
the issues inherent in wireless sensing applications. A previous
implementation [3] achieves very low energy (150fJ/convstep), while still requiring a low jitter clock, digital postcorrection, and large area (0.02mm2; 10× area with ideal
scaling versus the proposed design). Other designs [4,5]
implement low energy, resolution scalable SARs that require
high accuracy current sources and low jitter timing references,
both of which are not feasible in millimeter-scale wireless
sensing applications. Additionally, these SAR-based ADCs
require ~100× larger area (ideal scaling) than the proposed
approach. The proposed design trades off accuracy (postcorrection) for a reference-free design, extremely low area,
scalable resolution, and wide voltage range operation.
This paper presents a 346μm2 VCO-based sensor interface
circuit in 28nm CMOS. The topology is mostly digital and
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Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the sensor interface. The
system first converts input voltage VIN to the frequency
domain, and then digitizes the signal through a time to digital
converter. The circuit consists of two current-starved VCOs
and two pre-loadable ripple counters. The two VCOs have
opposite frequency relationships with VIN, shown in Fig. 4; the
PMOS-starved VCO (PSV) slows with increasing VIN and the
NMOS-starved VCO (NSV) speeds up. After the counters are
pre-loaded and enabled, digitization ends when the counter
associated with the faster oscillator reaches full count (i.e.,
when its MSB transitions). At this point, the ‘Done’ signal is
set to ‘1’ and the ‘Winner’ bit identifies which oscillator
reached full count first (1: PSV, 0: NSV). The FSM then stops
all oscillations and captures the value stored on the slower
counter (non-full count). The Winner bit and the non-full
counter value comprise the output code.
Dynamically adjustable, scalable resolution is readily
achieved through the pre-loadable ripple counters. Resolution
is directly controlled by the maximum counter value, which
can be reduced by pre-loading a ‘1’ into higher order bits,
thereby deactivating them as shown in Fig. 5. Resolution
scales linearly between 2.8 and 11.7 bits with 11 pre-loadable
counter bits, with each extra bit adding two flip-flops. Low
resolution applications can achieve extremely small footprints
by limiting the number of counter bits.
The two oscillator frequencies become equal at the
‘crossover point’. The VCOs are sized such that this crossover
point nominally occurs when VIN = VDD/2 in order to increase
the linearity of the output code. As shown in Fig. 4, this
strategy aligns the linear regions of the two VCOs and largely
cancels the remaining non-linearities.
The crossover point can be single-step calibrated to correct
for VCO variation, as shown by the algorithm in Fig 5. For
this technique, VIN is set to VDD/2 and the converter is run
until completion. The difference remaining between the two
counters is loaded back onto the slower counter as its offset in
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Fig. 4: Sample FSM operation crossover point calibration. (Top) FSM to
monitor MSB transitioning (Bottom Left) PSV and NSV frequency vs input
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Fig. 3: Sensor interface block diagram and output codes. The sensor output
is taken in as the input voltage (VIN) and digitized into the above output code,
which is linearized using simple degenerated amplifiers.
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II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

subsequent conversions. This value needs to be measured only
once at the maximum resolution since it can be shifted for
lower resolutions and does not significantly vary with VDD or
temperature (1 count difference across 0-80C at 1V VDD TT).
Measured and calculated offset values versus voltage and
resolution are shown in Fig. 7. At a measured resolution of 10
active counter bits, the calibration offset average at 0.8V is
209 counts, and varies by up to 16 counts (8mV input voltage)
when VDD is changed to either 1.0V or 0.6V. This calibration
value can also be scaled with resolution setting. As resolution
is reduced by one bit, the calibration setting is divided by 2
since eliminating one FF reduces measurement time by half.
Calibration measurements show that this estimation is accurate
for each resolution setting at 0.8V, and that VDD offset error
reduces with decreasing resolution, resulting in a maximum
error of only 1 count (4mV input voltage) at 7b resolution.
Linearity is further improved through the use of degenerated
common source amplifiers, which generate the VCO bias
voltages (Fig. 3 at top). These amplifiers do not need high
accuracy current sources or bias voltages, and take only the
sensor output voltage as an input. The goal of these amplifiers

Frequency (GHz)

technology portable, unlike SAR and ¨Ȉ ADCs. Area scales
well with maximum resolution, increasing by only two FF
standard cells per bit, as opposed to exponentially larger
capacitors.
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Fig. 5: Calibration flow and preload calculation example. (Left)
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such as wakeup monitors, post-processing is not needed.
Comprised mostly of digital components, this circuit can be
implemented as a compact, reusable IP block for a wide array
of sensor applications. Resolution and calibration values are
stable between 0.6V and 1.0V VDD, allowing for use in a wide
range of voltage domains with no additional design effort.
Scalable resolution values allow for energy efficient use
between a variety of sensors and applications, enabling small
area and energy consumption. Reduced design constraints
eliminate the need for high accuracy, high power off-chip
components that are unavailable in wireless sensor node
applications.

is to bias each oscillator in its highly linear range of operation
for a wider range of input voltages. As shown in Fig. 3,
without linearizing amplifiers, the usable input voltage range
is between 0.3V and 0.6V, and is highly non-linear. With the
additional amplifiers, the usable voltage range increases to full
VDD, and a more linear range exists between 0.1V and 0.9V.
For high-accuracy measurements, linearity can be further
improved through post-processing of the data through a small
look-up table, which is common in sensor node applications
[6]. This correction is done off-chip, after data collection from
the sensor nodes is complete. In low-resolution applications
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III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
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11.7 bits over a power supply range of 0.6V-1.0V (Fig. 6). At
0.5V VDD (representing near-threshold operation in this LP
process), the noise-limited maximum resolution decreases to
9.2 bits. Each additional active counter bit contributes nearly 1
additional bit of effective resolution. The linear relationship
between counter bit setting and measured resolution allows for
simple resolution control logic, which is beneficial in ultralow power applications.
The acceptable input voltage range scales with VDD, setting
a constant 100mV offset from the rails to maintain the VCOs
in a highly linear range of operation. The wide range of
voltage scalability allows the proposed interface to be used in
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systems operating at significantly different voltages.
Resolution is insensitive to voltage scaling down to 0.6V,
allowing for consistent measurements across different voltage
domains. The resolution range covers the maximum resolution
required in most sensor applications and can be widely scaled
to energy efficient resolutions for wakeup monitoring.
Average power scales linearly as VDD is reduced from 1.0V
to 0.7V, tapering off at 0.6V to 0.5V as the constant current
draw of the linearizing circuit begins to dominate. Conversion
time scales exponentially with the number of active counter
bits, from 36ns to 9.3μs (2.8 to 11.0 bits) at 0.6V. At very low
resolution, the conversion time saturates as the delay of the
FSM becomes limiting. These conversion times are acceptable
for sensor applications where values change on the scale of
milliseconds (e.g., temperature) and are comparable to ADCs
presented in [2,7]. Energy per conversion step also scales
exponentially with resolution, from 0.6pJ to 217pJ at 0.6V
(Fig. 7). Thus, reducing the number of active counter bits is
highly beneficial to system energy, decreasing it by up to
1000x.
Fig. 7 shows a breakdown of energy consumption for 9b
operation. Minimum energy per conversion step is 27pJ,
achieved at 0.6V. Energy per conversion step remains
relatively constant over a range of 5-10 bits, increasing at
higher resolutions due to system noise limitations and at lower
resolutions due to the saturation of both power and conversion
time mentioned above. The minimum achieved value for
energy per conversion step at a setting of 9b is 41.2fJ/b at
0.6V with a maximum at 9b of 80.4fJ/b at 1V VDD (Fig. 7).
Energy per conversion step is constant between 5b and 10b
due to the exponential scaling of energy and linear scaling of
resolution.
At 1V, the average INL and DNL in 9b mode are +0.12/0.52 LSB and +0.22/-0.17 LSB, respectively, after digital
correction. Fig. 8 shows the pre- and post-transformation
output codes.
The proposed sensor interface core area occupies 346μm2.
This area does not include a register used to store the offset
value for crossover calibration, an additional 8 registers to
store the offset value would add roughly 50μm2 in additional
area. Compared to more traditional implementations, this area
is 100× smaller than a resolution scalable (up to
10.5b) SAR presented in [4] (ideally scaled from

Sensor
Interface

Fig. 8: Die micrograph and chip layout. Fabricated in a 28nm
LP CMOS process and occupies 346μm2.
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65nm) and 10× smaller than an 8-bit 28nm sub-ranged SAR
[8].
Resolution scalability is increased by 4 bits and conversion
time at low voltage is improved by 50× compared to [9].
While power consumption is higher, this implementation does
not require high accuracy current and voltage sources or low
jitter timing references, which are generally unavailable in
sensor node applications.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a reference-free, VCO-based
sensor interface circuit in 28nm LP CMOS, designed to
specifically address the constraints of wireless sensor nodes.
This design is implemented in an area of ~1/100th that of prior
approaches. Resolution scalability is between 2.8 and 11.7bits,
and power supply can scale from 500mV to 1.0V. The ease of
design and use, in addition to the wide range of operating
conditions of this circuit, allow for implementation in a variety
of sensor applications.
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